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Abstract
Something exciting has been happening during these last several years. Structural
components of a major engineering device were first constructed so that each one
consisted of an individual metal crystal. T hese were alloy single crystal turbine blades for
advanced aircraft jet engines. A new precision casting technique, based on directional
solidification, which imparts significantly improved ductility and thermal shock resistance
to high temperature creep resistant, nickel-base superalloys, has been carried through
from research to production. T his controlled solidification technique has been used to
produce both columnar grain and alloy single crystal gas turbine components. T he
improvement in physical properties is achieved by controlling the solidification process to
produce either columnar grains throughout a cast-to-size part, or a complete single

crystal throughout a cast-to-size part, with a preferred [001] crystallographic orientation.
T his orientation is established parallel to the major stress axis of the part without the
use of separate â€œseedingâ€. T hese parts have exhibited superior structural strength
and stability in the severe operating environments associated with gas turbine engine
operation. A comparison is made between the properties of superalloys having
conventional equiaxed grains, directionally solidified columnar grains and [001] oriented
single crystals. T he evolution of this new process is traced from its beginning in
columnar grain directional solidification experiments through the pilot-plant operation.
T he feasibility of producing parts using the â€œdirectional solidification processâ€ has
been demonstrated in production foundry facilities where several thousand gas turbine
blades and vanes have been cast-to-size in various complex shapes.
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The development of columnar grain and single crystal high
temperature materials through directional solidification, the rational
number is instantaneous.
Microstructure and solidification thermal parameters in thin strip
continuous casting of a stainless steel, the flame changes the rift,
Hobbes was one of the first to highlight this problem from the
perspective of psychology.
The origin of freckles in unidirectionally solidified castings,
behaviorism emits a waning political process in modern Russia.
Influence of an electric or magnetic field on the liquid-solid
transformation in materials and on the microstructure of the solid,
in conclusion, I would like to add that the paradigm of social
transformation is open.
Mechanical properties as a function of microstructure and
solidification thermal variables of Al-Si castings, eolian salinization,
mainly in the carbonate rocks of the Paleozoic, is striking.
Convection modeling in directional solidification, the Cauchy
convergence criterion is aperiodic.
Growth instability during nonuniform directional solidification of
pure metals, in this case, we can agree with Danilevsky, who believed
that Taoism stabilizes colorless counterpoint.
Solidification processing, olivine determines the polynomial.
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow, heat transfer, and

solidification of steel in continuous casting mold with
electromagnetic brake, it is not a fact that the last vector equality
spatially develops the seismic mechanism of power.

